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Classical algorithms typically contain domain-specific insights. This makes them
often more robust, interpretable, and efficient. On the other hand, deep-learning
models must learn domain-specific insight from scratch from a large amount of data
using gradient-based optimization techniques. To have the best of both worlds, we
should make classical visual computing algorithms differentiable to enable gradient-
based optimization. Computing derivatives of classical visual computing algorithms
is challenging: there can be discontinuities, and the computation pattern is often
irregular compared to high-arithmetic intensity neural networks. In this article, we
discuss the benefits and challenges of combining classical visual computing
algorithms and modern data-driven methods, with particular emphasis to my thesis,
which took one of the first steps toward addressing these challenges.

Processing and generating visual data, such as
images and 3-D content is crucial for applica-
tions ranging from autonomous driving, robot-

ics, to photography, virtual reality, and visual effects.
Such visual computing tasks involve multiple chal-
lenges. We need to model the physical process
(e.g., light transport or dynamics). Meanwhile, most
visual computing problems are ill-posed (e.g., recon-
structing a 3-D scene from a photograph), and cannot
be modeled by physics solely. Finally, we need to
ensure the implementations of visual computing pro-
grams are consistent with the mathematical deriva-
tion, while processing millions of pixels and billions of
polygons and voxels inside an inference loop.

Modern deep learning has achieved tremendous
success, thanks to the power of gradient-based opti-
mization methods to solve nonlinear objectives over
many unknowns. However, deep neural networks
alone are not sufficient to address the challenges in
visual computing. They usually do not model the physi-
cal process directly, and have to learn only from data.
They require significant computational resources for

both training and inference. They are difficult to debug
and control: when the network produces undesirable
results, it is often difficult to correct for.

On the other hand, classical, domain-specific com-
puter graphics methods suffer less from these issues:
they directly model the formation of visual data
(e.g., how images are rendered from 3-D scenes, how
image edges are related to color differences), and
they are usually more interpretable and, thus, are eas-
ier to debug, control, and optimize for the perfor-
mance. However, they often do not apply as broadly
as modern data-driven methods, since they do not
learn from a large amount of data.

My research, differentiable visual computing, aims
to connect classical graphics algorithms with modern
data-driven methods. A key is to make classical algo-
rithms differentiable to enable gradient-based optimi-
zation. Derivatives are useful for both data-driven and
nondata-driven scenarios, and for both inverse prob-
lems and forward computation (see Figure 1).

Differentiating classical graphics algorithms is
challenging. Unlike neural networks, these algorithms
often contain irregular computational patterns, which
can lead to discontinuities, stochasticity, and complex
memory access. For example, rendering algorithms
need to handle occlusion and scattering of lights;
physics simulation algorithms need to track the move-
ments of quantities stored in different data structures
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such as particles, grids, or meshes; and image process-
ing algorithms need to handle spatially varying kernels
and nonlinear resampling.

Traditional automatic differentiation,17 which is the
basis of the backpropagation algorithm in deep-learn-
ing methods, does not handle discontinuities caused
by occlusion and contact, and does not easily support
massive parallelism for the derivative code to effi-
ciently run on modern hardware. Furthermore, auto-
matic differentiation does not tell us how we should
use the derivatives. We need algorithms for differenti-
ating graphics programs, and systems for compiling
and optimizing the derivative code. The differentiation
enables new applications that combine classical
methods with data-driven approaches.

In my thesis, with the collaboration of many bril-
liant researchers, we derived derivatives for rendering
while correctly taking discontinuities into account.24

We also developed a system for differentiating image

processing and array programs, and explored applica-
tions in combining classical image processing with
modern data-driven methods.25 Since the publication
of my thesis, several research groups, including ours,
have made advances in this emerging field. Examples
include more robust sampling for differentiable ren-
dering,6,29,48 systems for differentiable physics simula-
tion,20,21 applications in vector graphics,26 and a
differentiable programming language for parametric
discontinuities. 5

DIFFERENTIABLE RENDERING
FROM FIRST PRINCIPLES

Rendering synthesizes images from a given 3-D scene
with geometry, materials, lights, and camera position.
By contrast, differentiable rendering computes the
gradient of a scalar loss of the synthesized image,
with respect to the scene parameters, such as camera
pose, light intensity, and vertex positions of the trian-
gle mesh (see Figure 2). Having the gradient allows us
to use a renderer inside computer vision pipelines:
given photographs, we can use gradient descent to
find the scene parameters that render to the observed
images [see Figure 1(b)]. We can also train deep neural
networks with a rendering loss: consider a network
that outputs a 3-D scene given an image, we want to
define a loss function based on the distance between
the rendered image and the input image—backpropa-
gating the rendering loss to the network parameters
require differentiable rendering [see Figure 1(c)].

One of the key challenges of differentiable render-
ing is the discontinuities caused by occlusion and
object boundaries. Previous work tackled this by
approximating the image formation models or the gra-
dients (e.g., Loper and Black’s work28). Instead, we
derive the correct derivatives from the first principles.

FIGURE 1. Example use cases of differentiable visual computing. (a) Enhancing classical image processing algorithms (edge-

aware filtering, tone mapping, etc.) by adding parameters and optimizing them using backpropagation. (b) Searching for the 3-D

scene that renders to the observed photograph by backpropagating through rendering. (c) Combining inverse rendering with

neural networks by backpropagating through rendering to update the network weights.

FIGURE 2. Differentiable rendering computes the derivatives

of images with respect to scene parameters. For each pixel,

we need to backpropagate the derivatives with respect to

scene parameters, such as object translation, vertex posi-

tions, camera poses, or material and light parameters. The

derivatives of geometry parameters often concentrate at the

object or shadow boundaries.
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We observe that, no matter rastered or ray traced,
local shaded or global illuminated, from the signal
processing perspective, a pixel is a point sample asso-
ciated with a reconstruction filter for reconstructing
the underlying 2-D signal42 (see Figure 3). Mathemati-
cally, for each pixel color Ix at 2-D position x in the
image space, we are solving an antialiasing integral

Ix ¼
ZZ

D

kðx0Þfðxþ x0; pÞdx0 (1)

where k is the reconstriction filter kernel, and fðx; pÞ is
the color of the 3-D scene at location x, with scene
parameter p, andD is the pixel filter support. This corre-
sponds to how human eyes and cameras capture colors:
the photoreceptors have finite area; thus, they are inte-
grating photons over the areawith a filtering kernel.

Our key idea is based on the fact that, while the
scene color f is not differentiable with respect to the
parameter p due to object boundaries and occlusion,
the pixel color I is differentiable with respect to p after
reconstruction. Imagine the rendering of a constant
color triangle, the reconstructed pixel color changes
smoothly as the triangle moves around (see Figure 3).

However, naive differentiation would not compute
the derivative dI=dp correctly. Since the antialiasing
integral [see (1)] usually does not have a closed-form
solution, we have to evaluate the integral numerically
by sampling (rasterization can be seen as sampling at
the center). Unfortunately, naive area sampling of the
derivative integral fails to account for the discontinu-
ities. Consider a constant-color triangle moving inside
a pixel filter (see Figure 4), all of the color changes
come from the boundary of the triangle, where area
sampling has zero probability to hit. Mathematically,
when we swap the derivative operator d=dp inside the
integral, the derivative of f contains Dirac delta sig-
nals due to the discontinuities, and area sampling
misses these Dirac deltas. Our solution is to explicitly

sample (Monte Carlo or quadrature), the derivative
integral at the discontinuities (or edges), in addition to
the area sampling (see Figure 4). This leads us to a
consistent and unbiased estimator for the value of the
derivative integral, as we increase the number of sam-
ples, the estimation converges to the true integral.
Our solution naturally generalizes to soft shadow,
global illumination, and other rendering phenomenon
that involves integrals. Crucially, our insight provides a
principled way to derive differentiable rendering algo-
rithms, even for primary visibility with local shading.

We implemented this idea in a GPU differentiable
renderer redner.a Visit the supplementary website to
see some inverse rendering in action.b Later in this
article, we discuss methods and applications both
from our own teams and from other research groups
that are built on these ideas.

DIFFERENTIABLE IMAGE
PROCESSINGWITH HALIDE

Deep-learning frameworks, such as PyTorch36 or
TensorFlow,1 have made programming deep neural
networks so accessible that anyone can program a
neural network classifier in a few minutes. The key to
the success of deep-learning frameworks is its ability
to automatically differentiate neural network architec-
tures, which enables fast iterations of ideas.

These frameworks, however, are designed with
neural network layers in mind. Neural networks are

FIGURE 3. To reconstruct the continuous scene from the dis-

crete pixel samples, the color of a pixel is reconstructed by

integrating over a pixel filter. Rendering is fundamentally dif-

ferentiable due to this antialiasing process, since antialiased

color changes smoothly as the objects move.

FIGURE 4. When the geometry moves within the pixel filter,

the boundary movement is a major source of the change of

the integral. However, traditional area sampling (blue sam-

ples) does not handle the boundary contribution, since area

sampling has zero probability hitting the infinitesimal edges.

We propose to explicitly sample the edges (yellow samples)

in order to correctly account for the boundary derivatives.

ahtt_ps://github.com/BachiLi/redner
bhtt_ps://cseweb.ucsd.edu/�tzli/diffrt/supplementary_webpage/
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usually composed of a few types of regular compo-
nents from a commonly used toolbox (e.g., convolu-
tion and fully connected layers). This, plus the high
arithmetic intensity of these layers (they are able to
saturate the compute resources of modern computer
architectures such as GPUs on their own), has led to
a design principle where performance engineers
develop high-performance implementation of individ-
ual layers, and the users would compose these layers
to build their neural networks.

As wemove toward general differentiable program-
ming, the design of deep-learning frameworks stops to
scale, since we may not be able to efficiently imple-
ment our model using common neural network layers.
When a user wants to implement a more unconven-
tional network architecture, they often have to imple-
ment their custom layers in C++ or CUDA. For example,
the bilateral slicing layer15 (see Figure 5) and the more
recent KiloNeRF40 both need to implement custom
CUDA code for their unconventional architectures.
This leads to a phenomenonwhere people tend to stick
with architectures where existing frameworks are good
at, and are unwilling to explore unconventional ones.7

My research explores domain-specific languages
that allows us to write concise and high-performance
code that can be automatically differentiated. We
focused on dense array computation—commonly
appears in image processing and deep learning. We
build on an existing domain-specific language Halide38

for array processing. Halide’s main idea is to separate
the high-level algorithm from the low-level scheduling

(parallelism, order of computation, memory allocation,
mapping to GPU blocks and threads, executing on
DSPs, etc). For example, to compute the sum of an
array, the high-level algorithmwould be the summation
(e.g., Y ¼ PN

i¼1 X½i�), and the low-level schedule could
be a serial summation running on a CPU, or a parallel
hierarchical reduction on a CUDA GPU. Changing the
low-level implementation would not change the result
of the program, only to make it faster or slower. This
separation frees the users from worrying about low-
level optimizations while developing the high-level
algorithm. They can then explore optimization strate-
gies without unintentionally altering the output.

We extended Halide to automatically and effi-
ciently compute the gradients. Automatic differentia-
tion in Halide enables the differentiation of the high-
level algorithms that is agnostic to the low-level imple-
mentation, leading to more efficient code. For exam-
ple, the derivative of the summation is a simple
assignment ðdLdX½i� ¼ dLdY Þ. However, applying tra-
ditional automatic differentiation to the low-level
implementation of a parallel hierarchical reduction will
likely not preserve the parallelism. In fact, there is no
known algorithm currently that can differentiate gen-
eral imperative parallel programs (say, CUDA code)
with the guarantee of preserving the parallelism. By
contrast, our method directly differentiates the high-
level algorithms in Halide, leading to much simpler
code. We can then either ask the user to assign an
implementation of the differentiated code, or we can
rely on an autoscheduler2,3 to automatically find the

FIGURE 5. Implementations of the forward (gray) and gradient (red) computations of the bilateral slicing layer15 in Halide, PyTorch,

and CUDA. Using our automatic differentiation and scheduling extensions, the Halide implementation is clear, concise, and fast.
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best implementation. In this article,25 we further dis-
cuss strategies to further improve parallelism through
scatter-gather transformation. This is all possible
thanks to Halide’s domain-specific separation of high-
level algorithm and low-level implementation.

With our system, we are able to concisely and effi-
ciently implement unconventional neural network
layers that are difficult to implement in deep-learning
frameworks (see Figure 5).

Our vision is that any image-processing pipelines
can benefit from an automatic tuning of internal
parameters. This step is traditionally done by hand
through user trial-and-error. The availability of auto-
matic derivatives makes it possible to systematically
optimize any internal parameter of an image process-
ing pipeline, given some output objectives. We show
how to significantly improve the performance of two
traditional image processing algorithms by slightly
modifying the method to introduce more parameters
and automatically optimize them (see Figure 6).

IMPACTS AND FOLLOWUPS
Applications of Differentiable
Rendering
Differentiable rendering opens up a wide range of
applications. While “vision as inverse graphics” is not a
new idea,8 our work, along with other work in vision
and graphics (e.g., Gkioulekas et al.’s,16 Loper and

Black’s,28 Kato et al.’s,22 and Liu et al.’s27 work) revital-
ized a trend of unifying 3-D reconstruction by bringing
rendering in the loop. Differentiable rendering can be
used with classical computer vision, such as multiview
or photometric stereo, by using the classical methods
as an initial guess, then refine the results using gradi-
ent descent on a loss function that incorporates ren-
dering. Our recent work4 reconstructs lighting and
materials from images (see Figure 7) for augmented
reality applications. Nimier-David et al.34 later imp-
roved the method to handle high-resolution textures.
Luan et al.30 and Dib et al.10 used our differentiable
rendering algorithm to reconstruct the geometry and
materials from images for general 3-D objects and
faces, respectively. Compared to classical vision,
these methods can often obtain higher fidelity results
thanks to the renderer in the loop.

As discussed earlier, differentiable rendering can
be used for training machine learning models to out-
put 3-D scenes from input images [see Figure 1(c)].
Using our algorithm, Dib et al.11 trained a network to
predict the geometry and reflectance of faces from an
image, while Griffiths et al.’s network predicted the
scene structures.18 Using their custom renderer,
Che et al.9 trained an autoencoder for recovering scat-
tering coefficients of participating media.

Differentiable rendering is also useful outside of
the 3-D rendering domain. We demonstrated applica-
tions for editing and learning vector graphics
(see Figure 8), through differentiating vector graphics
rasterization using the same principle as the edge
sampling.26 Our work has led to many followups on
learning-based vector graphics generation: using our
differentiable rasterizer, Reddy et al.39 trained a net-
work to synthesize vector graphics from raster

FIGURE 6. We have improved classical image processing

algorithms by modifying them with more parameters and

optimize them. We modified a demosaicking algorithm AHD19

by learning a set of 2-D filters, and a nonblind deconvolution

algorithm from Fortunato et al.12 by adding multiple stages

and learned the parameters.

FIGURE 7. Comparison of our differential rendering enabled

material reconstruction4 with a traditional computer vision

method.31 We obtain higher fidelity reconstruction due to the

ability to account for interreflections and shadows.
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training data; Frans et al.13 and Schaldenbrand et al.41

combined our differentiable rasterizer with CLIP,37 a
neural network that measures the distance between
text and images, to synthesize vector graphics from
text.

Faster andMore General Differentiable
Rendering
Making rendering fast is hard. We need to resolve
occlusion between object pairs, stream the data to
maximize locality, and evaluate integrals numerically
with minimal errors. While modern rendering engines
are blazingly fast for certain inputs, challenges still
remain for making forward rendering robust and fast
for arbitrary 3-D scenes.

Differentiable rendering introduces extra perfor-
mance challenges, the discontinuity derivatives requires
different evaluation strategies compared to the ori-
ginal rendering process, and the derivative compu-
tation introduces different memory traffic that may
need different performance optimization or even
different hardware.

Currently research focuses on making differentia-
ble rendering computation as similar to existing for-
ward rendering pipelines as possible. Laine et al.23

made differentiable rendering compatible with exist-
ing rasterization hardware, by adopting the insight
from our method at the highest level: antialiased ren-
dering is differentiable. They designed a deferred
shading pipeline with a postprocessing-based antia-
liasing, which allows them to avoid the discontinuity
sampling that requires ray tracing operation.

Much other work focused on the ray tracing regime.
Loubet et al.29 proposed to use area sampling (instead
of the discontinuity sampling) of a ray sample’s neigh-
borhood to estimate a local reparametrization of the

integral to remove the discontinuity. Their method
allows us to use traditional acceleration structures
for differentiable rendering. Our followup work with
Bangaru6 built on their method, and showed that
their reparametrization is equivalent to applying
divergence theorem to transform the integral over
the discontinuities to over the whole area. We then
derived the correct criteria for consistent and unbi-
ased derivatives estimation. On the other hand,
Zhang et al.50 discovered that the discontinuity sam-
pling is easier if it is done in the path-space. This
means that we can sample points on the geometric
boundaries, then connect those points to the camera
and light sources.

Even when not considering discontinuities,
differentiable rendering introduces different trade-
offs in memory, compute, and sampling efficiency.
Zeltner et al.46 and Zhang et al.47 discussed importance
sampling. Nimier-David et al.35 and Vicini et al.43 dis-
cussed memory and locality optimization.

Finally, recent work has generalized differentiable
rendering for handling participating media,49,50 time-
gated rendering,44 and transient rendering.45

Differentiable rendering versus neural
rendering
Recent work in vision and graphics have shown that
neural networks can serve as powerful 3-D representa-
tions and can be used for complementing or replacing
traditional data structures, such as meshes, grids, tex-
tures, and low-dimensional parametric functions.
Mathematically, the abovementioned differentiable
renderingmethods are compatible with neural network
representations—rendering equation assumes nothing
about the scene representation. Computation-wise,
making these algorithms efficient for neural network
representations requires more efforts and is an excit-
ing research avenue. For example, neural radiance
fields (NeRF)33 use a network to represent an emissive
volume with spatio-directionally varying absorption
and emission coefficients—a special case of the stan-
dard radiative transfer equation. Generalizing NeRF to
handle multiple-scattering and combining it with other
surface primitives, while making both the forward and
differentiation computation efficient, requires exten-
sive performance engineering and likely algorithmic
innovations.

Domain-Specific Languages for
Differentiable Visual Computing
Our differentiable image processing work with Halide
reveals a new design space for image processing

FIGURE 8. Differentiable rendering can be used for learning

and editing vector graphics. In a recent work,26 we showed

applications such as painterly rendering, seam carving for

vector graphics, and a generative model that synthesize vec-

tor graphics using raster training data alone.
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pipelines, between the bulky and overparametrized
convolutional neural networks and light-weight hand-
designed algorithms that include domain-specific
knowledge. For example, the state-of-the-art deep-
learning-based demosaicking algorithm14 delivers
impressive reconstruction quality using a fairly con-
ventional convolutional neural networks (CNNs), but it
requires over 130,000 operations per pixel, taking tera-
flops to process a single image. The best classical
methods only require hundreds of operations per pixel,
and are orders of magnitude more efficient in practice,
so they remain dominant in real-world systems in spite
of their lesser quality. There is a huge space of the Pareto
frontier of the performance and image quality left unex-
plored. This gap can be bridged by taking the structure of
classical image processing algorithms, and learn the
parameters of the resulting differentiable program.

Asmentioned, these lightweight, lowarithmetic inten-
sity image processing pipelines require the fundamentally
different performance optimization compared to high
arithmetic intensity neural networks. While Halide25,38

allows the separation between high-level algorithm and
low-level scheduling, users still need to find the best low-
level optimization themselves. We are working on auto-
matic methods to search for the best schedule given an
algorithm.2,3 Themain challenge is that there are typically
millions or billions of possible schedules for a given algo-
rithm, making brute force benchmarking infeasible. Our
idea is to combine classical static programanalysis with a
learning-based cost model to produce a lightweight per-
formance predictor, for both selecting and enumerating
the best schedule. This idea has also led to advances in
deep-learning compilers51 and traditional compilers.32

Our work on differentiable programming motivated
us to explore other domain-specific systems. Inspired

by Halide’s idea of decoupling high-level algorithm and
low-level schedule, our work Taichi21 decouples the
data structure design from computation. In particular,
Taichi focuses on hierarchical sparse grids—a static
tree data structure for representing spatially coherent
sparse data (see Figure 9, left), which is crucial for
soft bodies and fluids simulation. In Taichi, users
access sparse arrays as if they are dense, and specify
the static data structures hierarchy separately. The
compiler then takes the array access code and the
specified sparse data structure, and automatically
synthesizes vectorized code for maintaining the data
structure and reading/writing the values. We later
extended Taichi with automatic differentiation,20 and
showed optimal control/model-based reinforcement
learning applications that involve differentiating
through physics simulation (see Figure 9, right).

We have recently started to expand the scope of
automatic differentiation. As shown in our differentia-
ble rendering work, traditional automatic differentia-
tion ignores the Dirac delta signals that occur when
differentiating control flows, such as if/else condi-
tions. This is because the automatic differentiation
compiler does not have the semantics of integrals to
integrate over the Dirac delta signals. Our recent
work, Teg5 explores a programming language for dif-
ferentiating discontinuities, by including an integral
primitive. Teg allows us to generalize our ideas in dif-
ferentiable rendering to a broader domain, and ena-
bles applications including inverse shader design,
trajectory optimization, and designing physical objects
(see Figure 10). Teg only scratches the surface of auto-
matically differentiating discontinuities and presents
an exciting research avenue: supporting modular
programming, decoupling importance and stratified
sampling, and handling differential equations are all
exciting future work.

FIGURE 9. Traditionally, implementing hierarchical sparse data

structures for physical simulation efficiently is challenging and

requires tedious and lengthy programs. Our compiler Taichi21

automates the implementation and allows programmers to

employ hierarchical sparse data structures in their physical simu-

lation code with minimal efforts (left). Taichi also supports

automatic differentiation,20 which enables applications such as

training the neural network controllers of a soft body robot (right).

FIGURE 10. Applications of our Teg prototype programming

language5 that can differentiate discontinuities and integrate

the resulting Dirac delta. (a) Optimizing parameters of a Per-

lin noise shader. (b) Optimizing a physical trajectory with con-

tact. (c) Optimizing the parameter of a strain-limiting mass

spring model with discontinuous spring constants.
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CONCLUSION
Our vision is that, in the future, there is no clear distinc-
tion between deep learning and classical methods.
Deep-learning architectures should become more
domain-specific to adapt to the problems, while
classical methods should become data-driven and
adapt to the data. To achieve this, we need new
algorithms that are blends between classical meth-
ods and deep learning, and we need new systems
and domain-specific programming languages that
enable fast prototyping of ideas.
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